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[2010-06-20 09::12:20] Darlene: Have we started yet? I'm not getting any audio
[2010-06-20 09::22:31] Darlene: I am now
[2010-06-20 09::28:32] Sivasubramanian_M: hello
[2010-06-20 09::29:07] Darlene: Hello All
[2010-06-20 09::32:11] Sivasubramanian_M_2: I don't get audio, I don't see the
presentation window, in my screen, the participant list and chat windows are the
only components on
[2010-06-20 09::32:15] Andres_Piazza: Hello
[2010-06-20 09::32:40] CLO8186: Hello I will lurk here to the best of my ability
try to keep an eye on how yoiur day goes
[2010-06-20 09::33:02] Andres_Piazza: HI CLO, super multitasking :)
[2010-06-20 09::37:30] David_Closson16790: Hi Siva
[2010-06-20 09::38:14] David_Closson16790: there is currently only a chat
window for this meeting, if we have presentations you will see it on Adobe
Connect
[2010-06-20 09::38:29] Heidi_Ullrich: Christina Rodriguez, the Language
Services Manager will participate in the meeting at 10:00 today so will be able to
address the issue of interpretation/translation.
[2010-06-20 09::39:17] roman_irc: you can bump him up
[2010-06-20 09::42:36] Darlene: And considering the fact that the ICANN
budget for our travel is remaining flat, that means no f2f regional meetings for
outreach or even inreach.
[2010-06-20 09::42:48] Sivasubramanian_M_2: Hi David

[2010-06-20 09::53:23] Darlene: Could whoever is speaking, please SPEAK
UP!
[2010-06-20 09::58:44] vivek16877: Hi Siva
[2010-06-20 09::59:41] Darlene: LOL! Close enough!
[2010-06-20 10::07:36] Sivasubramanian_M_2: hi vivek
[2010-06-20 10::40:02] Nick_Ashton-Hart-light: Good morning everyone :)
[2010-06-20 10::44:55] Darlene: Good comment, Heidi
[2010-06-20 10::46:33] Sivasubramanian_M: The slides are not on in the adobe
room
[2010-06-20 10::47:28] David_Closson16790: what slides are you referring to,
Siva?
[2010-06-20 10::51:12] Sivasubramanian_M: icann globale outreadh proposal
slides
[2010-06-20 10::51:18] Mohamed_2: As am attending another meeting now,
can we the any sildes presented be shared later
[2010-06-20 10::52:49] Matthias_Langenegger: these slides are uploaded and
will be shown during the presentation
[2010-06-20 10::54:28] Mohamed_2: Thanks Matthias
[2010-06-20 11::05:16] Darlene: "ICANNitis" - we need to coin that phrase!
[2010-06-20 11::32:01] Pavan_Budhrani: hi all, greetings from hong kong
[2010-06-20 11::45:14] Sivasubramanian_M: Syliva Herlein Leite and I were
participants in a conversation that took place during an at-Large teleconference.
Some of us at the Conference had a discussion on the visibility of ICANN, some
interesting points came up. In follow up of that conversation, Syliva and I started
working on preparing an outreach proposal which has culminated in the
‚ÄúICANN global outreach proposal‚ÄùThis is NOT an outreach proposal for atlarge. This is a proposal to en
[2010-06-20 16::15:14] Annalisa: Its difficult to find the Adobe chat room...any
one have a link?

[2010-06-20 16::19:16] lightIRC_6926: Couldn't find it on the official schedule or
the ALAC Wiki either

